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Abstract: Yields improvement of the crop depends on many parameters witch each of them acts for a specific
manner to boost the plant growth and allow the soil to be more efficient to any kind of plant. Our research is based
on the implementation of elemental sulfur into the preparation of triple superphosphate fertilizer and its dispersion
into the blend. By adding a small amount of it to the mixture, sulfur particles disperse uniformly by using additives
in the phosphate fertilizer.
This technique is successfully reached by integrating many additives obtained from different chemical industries
to spread out the sulfur particle in the fertilizer.
Several experiments were done by adopting the experimental design methodology (DOE) related to a screening
mixture design to select the best surfactant used. So, nine commercial products with different chemical proprieties
have been evaluated as a dispersant of elemental sulfur in triple superphosphate fertilizer. First, thanks to the
screening mixture design, three products have been chosen for this formulation. Second, by using the mixture
design method, new dispersants of elemental sulfur in triple superphosphate fertilizer have been reached. With this
method, apart from it is being possible to obtain several dispersants, it is also possible to control the distribution
and the average of the particle diameter of the elemental sulfur. Moreover, statistical validation tests confirm the
achievement of the sulfur particle size of approximately 1000 µm.
Keywords: Elemental sulfur; Surfactant; Design of experiment; Mixture design; Screening mixture design;
Phosphate fertilizer.
1. Introduction
Sulfur is a vital nutrient for plant growth. The most
common sulfur sources contain either sulphates (SO42) or elemental sulfur (S8). Sulphates components are
found mainly in the composition of the conventional
fertilizers that include gypsum
(14-18% S),
ammonium sulphate (24% S), and single super
phosphate (12% S) 1,2. The sulphates even though
their sulfur is readily available for plant uptake, their
low S content, and their natural leaching into the soil
significantly reduce their use and foster elemental
sulfur demand. In contrast, elemental sulfur does not
leach into the soil as quickly as sulphates because the
sulfur is oxidized to sulphates.
Many environmental factors are influencing
elemental sulfur oxidation in the soil and affecting its
oxidation rates such as temperature, moisture,
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aeration, pH, microbial diversity, sulfur particle size,
dispersion in the soil and the fertilizer
formulation 3–7.
The Previous works 3,6,8,9, show clearly the larger
contact area of elemental sulfur occupied, the more
comfortable, it will be oxidized and subsequently
more efficient. So, the oxidation rate is inversely
proportional to the elemental sulfur particle size.
Despite that, more the size of its particles is smaller
more its handling in factories and in fields is very
hazardous due to their high flammability.
This work is focused on the preparation of a triple
superphosphate fertilizer (TSP), doped with a small
particle of elemental sulfur with a size of 1000 µm. It
should be noted that TSP is prepared with phosphoric
acid, which is very hydrophilic, while elemental
sulfur is very hydrophobic. During fertilizer
preparation, sulfur particles aggregate, resulting in a
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heterogeneous dispersion of coarse particles in the
fertilizer 10. Accordingly, the big challenge for the
application of elemental sulfur as a nutrient in the
phosphate fertilizer is associated with its natural
tendency to aggregate, resulting in the loss of its
beneﬁcial properties. To overcome this problem, it is
commonly used several surfactants to foster its
dispersion. The surfactant compounds have an
amphiphilic structure containing a hydrophilic head
and a lipophilic tail, are appropriately used as a
dispersant agent. This kind of product proves
dispersion efficiency by decreasing the surface
tension of water 11 and by adsorbing it on the surface
of elemental sulfur through hydrophobic interactions
12
. Surfactant molecules adsorbed on the surface
maintain stable the colloid through the electrostatic
repulsion between the electric charges of their
functional groups 13, and their dispersing efficiency
depends on the tail and the head of the surfactant used.
Surfactants or surface-active agents are used in many
products manufacturing. Several industries, such as
pharmaceutics, cosmetics, agri-food, textile, plastics,
painting, and coating, use them in their products. It is
noted that, depending on their application, these
surfactants could be used as emulsifiers, wetting
agents, dispersants, coupling agents, flocculants,
coagulants, etc. Generally, surfactants are classified
into four categories depending on the hydrophilic part
(head): anionic, cationic, nonionic, and amphoteric. In
this case, several authors, 14–20, describe the surface
properties of each type of additives and their
application. In addition, previous work brought up
various methods, and several surfactants have been
used for the dispersion of elemental sulfur in
fertilizers 21–25.
Considering the large number of surfactants that can
scatter elemental sulfur in phosphate fertilizers, we
have picked up nine of them. Foremost, we wanted to
determine the effect of each product on sulfur
dispersion. According to the OFAT method (one
factor at a time), it would be much more difficult to
find out the effect of nine products because of the
large number of experiments required. So, we choose
the screening mixture design for this study. Then,
from its nine products, we select three of them, which
we formulated new reagents using mixture design.
According to the bibliography, Cornell 26 defined the
mixture design as an experiment structure whose
response is assumed to depend exclusively on the
relative proportions of the components in the mixture
and not the quantity of the mixture. As well, the
modification of the responses depends on the relative
proportions of constituents in the mixture.
Furthermore, the simplex design for mixtures, is well
known by the work of Scheffe 27 in 1963. According
to several scientists 28–33, mixture design is generally
used to examine the formulations that are composed
of many constituents to determine the best
combination of all the components.
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When each project begins, especially when there is
not sufficient information available, several variables
are potentially active. In this case, the screening
design is highly recommended.
Screening design for ordinary independent
variables 34–36 is used as the first step in an industrial
process to study the influence of many parameters.
The same method applies to screen the mixture
components. However, there is a difference between
these two cases, because of the constraints that apply
to the components of the mixture 37–39. Other
works 40,41 reports the use of screening mixture design
for the mix issue, particularly when the number of
constituents exceeds six. As a consequence, the
experimental design of the mixture has proved to be a
useful approach being explored in many fields and has
demonstrated a good result because the experimental
design is based on mathematical tools used to model
and predict the response.
In this work, we have used surfactant additives to
disperse elemental sulfur S0 in triple superphosphate
(TSP) fertilizer. For this purpose, we have:
1- Evaluated the dispersing power of elemental
sulfur using some commercial additives. For this
evaluation, we have used a screening design
methodology for the mixture to organize our
experiments.
2- Proposed a new formulation based on three
commercial additives for elemental sulfur
dispersion. For this formulation, we have used a
mixture design methodology.
2. Experimental
2.1. Manufacture of triple superphosphate
fertilizer enriched with elemental sulfur.
Triple superphosphate fertilizer (TSP) is generally
prepared by the attack of phosphoric acid (42% of
P2O5) on phosphate rock 42–44. However, we focus in
this study to manufacture the phosphate fertilizer
enriched with elemental sulfur (TSP-S). For this
preparation, an amount equivalent to 0,5% of
surfactant additive is first added to the phosphoric
acid, which is heated to 65°C and then, the molten
sulfur is added. Next, the micronized phosphate rock
is added to the elemental sulfur and phosphoric acid.
The blend is mixed for 20 min.
Many fertilizer specialists 45–50 have recommended
adding a surfactant for the best dispersion of
elemental sulfur in fertilizer. Some preliminary tests
have shown that the addition of 0,5% of surfactant
significantly improves the dispersion of elemental
sulfur in TSP fertilizer.
As already mentioned, we are interested in this work
to surfactant additives, which can disperse elemental
sulfur in TSP fertilizer. The parameter adjustment of
the process of manufacturing TSP fertilizer enriched
with elemental sulfur (TSP-S) has been fixed, as
indicated in Table 1.
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 The energetic character of the micronization
process;

Furthermore, the sulfur used in this work is in molten
form, as the use of sulfur in powder form has many
drawbacks:

 The dust generation.

 Risk of explosion due to any form of handling;
Table 1. Setting parameters for the preparation of TSP-S fertilizer.
Parameter

Adjustment

Temperature of phosphoric acid

65°C

Stirring time

20 min

Stirring speed

300 tr/min

Amount of surfactant additive

0,5 %

The title of P2O5

42 %

Temperature of the mixture

65°C

Sulfur content

10 %

Sulfur incorporation manner

Melted

2.2. Surfactants additives for elemental sulfur
dispersion
For efficient use, elemental sulfur must be constitute
of the finest particles (less than 250 µm) and
homogeneously dispersed in fertilizers 10,51,52.

In this study, we propose to identify through a
screening mixture design, the effect of nine products
on the size of elemental sulfur particles into TSP
fertilizer. These additives are all differentiated by the
chemical nature of the polar head. The following
Table 2 shows perfectly more details and the use of
these additives.

Table 2. The additives used for elemental sulfur dispersion in TSP fertilizer.
Additive

Type of additive

Chemical function

Suppliers

Marasperse CBoS-4

Anionic

Sodium Lignosulfonate

LignoTech USA

Borrosperse

Anionic

Sodium Lignosulfonate

Morwet D-425

Anionic

Alkyl Naphtalène Sulfonate

Ethomeen T/25

Nonionic

Tallow Amine Ethoxylate

Biosoft N1-5

Nonionic

Alcohol Ethoxylates

Borregard lignotech
AkzoNobel Surface
Chemistry
AkzoNobel Surface
Chemistry
Stepan Company

Triton ™ X-165

Nonionic

Octylphenol Ethoxylates

Dow Chemical

Toximul TA5

Cationic

Stepan Company

Zetag 8180

Cationic

Zetag 8868 FS

Cationic

Amine Ethoxylates
Polyacrylamide (High
molecular weight)
Polyacrylamide (Low
molecular weight)

As mentioned previously, the response measured in
this work is the size of elemental sulfur particles in the
TSP fertilizer. For this measurement, we used a
stereo-microscope device (produced from Euromex
binoculars).

BASF

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Evaluation of the effect of some additives in
elemental sulfur dispersion
Once TSP fertilizer enriched with elemental sulfur
prepared, a stereomicroscope analysis allows
determining the particle sizes of elemental sulfur.
Fig.1 shows the aspect of elemental sulfur particles
for two samples with (A) and without (B) the use of
surfactant additives.
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Figure 1. Stereo-microscope imagery of elemental sulfur particles - A) trial number 17: with surfactant; B)
without surfactant use
The screening mixture design is used to determine the
effect of nine components that are depending on the
shape of the experimental region. There are two ways
to plan the experiments in the simplex:

Experimental points are sited along the component
axes, represented by X1, X2, and X3 axis, that are
illustrated a simplex of them in the following figure
(Fig.2). These experimental points can be organized
into four classes A, B, C, and D explaining in the
following table (Table 3), which are conducting to
build the screening mixture design.

1- The first contains 2q+1 points is suggested for
simplex using the pseudo-components.
2- The second contains 3q+1 points, and this one is
the most advisable.

Figure 2. Simplex design for three components
Table 3. Composition points of a mixture screening design.
Code

Name

Number

Composition

A

Vertices

q

B

Interior

q

C

Centroid

1

D

End Effects

q

xi = 1, xj = 0, all j ≠ i
xi = (q+1)/2q
xj = (2q)-1 all j ≠ i
xi = q-1 all i
xi = 0
xj = (q-1)-1 all j ≠ i

In this work, we are interested in evaluating the effect
of nine components on the particle size of elemental
sulfur into the TSP fertilizer. Table 4 illustrates the
screening mixture design with the analysis of the

response (Fig.3) that are indicating the form of the
particle sizes of elemental sulfur, showing an average
of 676 µm. Moreover, a large part of the particle sizes
is around 700 µm.
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Table 4. Screening experimental design for mixture.

Trial N°

Marasperse
CBOS-4

Borresperse

Morwet
D-425

Ethomeen
T/25

Biosoft
N1-5

Triton
(TM)
X-165

Toximul
TA5

Zetag 8180

Zetag 8868
FS

Y (µm)

1

0

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

617.96

2

0.5556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

639.52

3

1.0000

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1101.80

4

0.1250

0

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

511.98

5

0.0556

0.5556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

418.60

6

0

1.0000

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

707.98

7

0.1250

0.1250

0

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

600.32

8

0.0556

0.0556

0.5556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

572.18

9

0

0

1.0000

0

0

0

0

0

0

617.54

10

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

479.64

11

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.5556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

615.16

12

0

0

0

1.0000

0

0

0

0

0

1089.34

13

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

575.12

14

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.5556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

517.30

15

0

0

0

0

1.0000

0

0

0

0

678.44

16

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

543.06

17

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.5556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

568.96

18

0

0

0

0

0

1.0000

0

0

0

898.80

19

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0

0.1250

0.1250

702.66

20

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.5556

0.0556

0.0556

546.98

21

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.0000

0

0

828.52

22

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0

0.1250

540.96

23

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.5556

0.0556

544.32

24

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.0000

0

1053.78

25

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0.1250

0

445.06

26

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.0556

0.5556

504.98

27

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.0000

1512.70

28

0.1111

0.1111

0.1111

0.1111

0.1111

0.1111

0.1111

0.1111

0.1111

491.54
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Figure 3. Box plot construction of elemental sulfur distribution
The data obtained from the simplex screening design
can be analyzed graphically by plotting the response
along each component axis. Fig.4 shows the resulting
plot for the nine components. A study of the previous
figure gives away clearly several conclusions:
 Component 9 (Zetag 8868 FS) has a very
significant positive effect. The size of the
elemental sulfur particles increases with the
amount of component 9.
 Component 1, 4, and 8 (Marasperse CBOS-4,
Ethomeen T/25, and Zetag 8180) have the same
significant and positive effects.


Component 6 and 7 (Triton (TM) X-165 and
Toximul TA5) (Component 7) show the same
middle effects.

 Component 2, 3, and 5 (Borresperse, Morwet D425, and Biosoft N1-5) have the very smallest
effects.
According to the results mentioned above, the nine
products have different effects on the response. Some
are rapidly increasing the particle size of elemental
sulfur; others have a moderate impact while some are
reducing it.
In this work, we aim to develop an additive used to
prepare the phosphate fertilizer enriched with the
elemental sulfur particle size of about 1000 µm. To do
this, we chose three of the nine components. Each one
is being taken in one of the groups classified
according to their effects (very significant, high, and
middle effect) previously mentioned: Components 6,
8, and 9 (Triton X-165, Zetag 8180 and Zetag
8868FS).

Figure 4. Plot of response along each component axis
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When working with three components, the
experimental domain corresponds to an equilateral
triangle. A point in the triangle area can univocally
identify all the possible mixtures with the vertices
corresponding to the pure components. In our case, it
was clear that the region of interest was only a small
part of the equilateral.
Indeed, as we can see clearly in Fig.4 above, with a
high content of these three compounds, the particle
sizes of the sulfur increases, to examine the influence
of the three components on the consistency of the
formulation carefully and to set the limits of a useful
interval of their concentrations in terms of
effectiveness, a mixture experimental design with
constraints was planned. According to the work of
Bezerra and all 53, constraints can set lower and upper
limits for the variables. These limits establish a new
experimental domain that constitutes a fraction of the
complete domain. Also, these constraints enable an
efficient and practical study without falling into
impossible experimental situations.
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3

0 ≤ X1 ≤ 0.5
0 ≤ X2 ≤ 0.5
0 ≤ X3 ≤ 0.5

∑ 𝑋𝑖 = 1 →
𝑖=1

3.2. A new Formulation for elemental sulfur
dispersion
According to the work of Scheffe 27, the special cubic
form is :
Y = ∑ ai X i +
1≤i≤n

∑ aij Xi X j +
1≤i<𝑗≤𝑛

∑

aijk Xi Xj Xk

1≤i<𝑗<𝑘≤𝑛

For three components, this model becomes:
Y = a1 X1 + a2 X2 + a3 X3 + a12 X1 X2 + a13 X1 X2
+ a23 X2 X3 + a123 X1 X2 X3

For the special cubic model and when we have three
components, at least ten experiences must be carried
out. For more efficiency, we have chosen fourteen
experiences. As mentioned previously, the measured
response is the particle sizes of elemental sulfur in the
slurry of TSP fertilizer. Table 5, groups the data of the
mixture experimental design and response.

For this study, we set upper limits to the three
components. These proportions could be written as:
Table 5. Mixture experimental design of S0 dispersion in TSP fertilizer.
Trial number

Triton X-165

Zetag 8180

Zetag 8868 FS

Y (µm)

1

0

0.5000

0.5000

1139.04

2

0.5000

0

0.5000

1161.02

3

0.5000

0

0.5000

1282.68

4

0.5000

0

0.5000

1153.18

5

0.5000

0.5000

0

746.06

6

0.5000

0.5000

0

797.72

7

0.2500

0.2500

0.5000

944.58

8

0.2500

0.5000

0.2500

991.90

9

0.5000

0.2500

0.2500

965.72

10

0.3333

0.3333

0.3333

1005.76

11

0.3333

0.3333

0.3333

1102.78

12

0.1667

0.4167

0.4167

1083.04

13

0.4167

0.1667

0.4167

997.64

14

0.4167

0.4167

0.1667

969.22

After the data treatment of this design and thanks to
the statistical distribution of elemental sulfur in TSP
fertilizer shown in Fig.5, we can unambiguously
conclude that our aim is mostly achieved. Because the

average of the particle sizes is 1024 µm and the
majority of it is around this value. Moreover, as
mentioned previously, the target particle size was
around 1000 µm.
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Figure 5. Box plot construction of the new formulation
A special cubic model to suit these experimental data,
can be expressed as follows according to the original
components:

Before using the model for all predictions, it is
necessary to validate it statistically according to the
following approach:

Y = 510.93 X1 + 1033.77 X2 – 496.39 X3 + 4738.87
X1X3 + 3508.27 X2X3 – 6711.34 X1X2X3

1- Analysis of variance (ANOVA) is one of the most
important statistical validation tests 54. The ANOVA
for the response led to the results shown in Table 6.
The special cubic model selected for the response is
very significant (p-value = 0.09 < 5). The lack-of-fit
test (Table 6) indicated that the postulated model
would describe the particle sizes of elemental sulfur
in the phosphate fertilizer adequately (p-value 64 > 5).

With X1, X2 and X3 are the three components: Triton
X-165, Zetag 8180, and Zetag 8868 FS, respectively.
X1X2, X1X3, X2X3, and X1X2X3 describe the
interactions between all the components.

Table 6. ANOVA table of the mixture design.
Item

Sum of squares

Degrees of freedom

Mean square

Model

240 629.00

5

48 125.90

Residual error

27 889.00

8

3 486.12

Validity

11 303.00

4

2 825.97

Error

16 585.10

4

4 146.28

Total

268 518.00

13

2- The determination coefficient of the model (R² =
0.92) shows a good correlation between the
independent variables, suggesting that the fitted
model could explain 92% of the total variation.
Because the value of this coefficient is closer to 1, that
it is mean that the model is more adapted to the
measured responses 55.

F statistic

P-value

13.80

0.09***

0.68

64.0

3- Fig.6 illustrates a satisfactory typical probability
plot of residuals. Indeed, the normal distribution of the
residuals shows that the mathematical model is well
fitted 56.
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Figure 6. Normal probability plot of the new formulation
In conclusion, we can conclude that the special cubic
model describes the response surface adequately and
allows us to use it as a prediction equation. We may
also conclude that this model gives an adequate
description of the response of interest within the
region of these data.
Once the model is validated, it can be used for
calculating the response value at any point in the
experimental domain of interest. After that, we want
particle sizes of elemental sulfur in phosphate
fertilizers ranging from 950 to 1100 µm.
We used the model to have two graphs: response trace
(Fig.7) and contour plot (Fig.8a et Fig.8b). Due to the
correlation between all the components, the effect of
each element of the response is complicated to obtain
it. The response trace plot can be used to see how the
response changes when each component changes
from its reference point, which is generally the main

objective 26. In our case, from the response trace plot
(Fig.7), it can be noticed that:
- The Triton X-165 and Zetag 8180 have both a
similar behavior. Their effect is classified as a
negative one. The particle sizes of both components
start from a high value and decrease progressively as
their quantity increases.
- An opposite effect can be observed with the Zetag
8868FS. Since the green curve for the third
component changes significantly, this means when
the Zetag 8868FS’s amount varies along Cox’s
direction, and other components keep the same ratio,
the particles size changes too. Fig.7 shows also when
the amount of the Zetag 8868FS increases to 33.33%
(centroid of the simplex) the particle sizes increases
too. At this point, the response reaches its maximum.
At a higher amount, an increase of the Zetag 8868FS
percentage leads to a remarkable particle sizes
decrease.

Figure 7. Response trace plot for the particle size of elemental sulfur in TSP fertilizer
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Fig. 8 (a) and (b) are respectively the 3D surface plot
and the 2D contour plot. Both of them were generated
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to find the surface of the optimal response mixtures.

Figure 8. Contour plot 3D (a) and 2D (b) for the particles size of elemental sulfur in TSP fertilizer
It must underline that the surface plot (Fig.8a)
provides a three-dimensional view that may give a
clear picture of the response surface. The color palette
allows us to split the response surface according to the
value of the particle sizes. Furthermore, the contour
plot provides a two-dimensional view where all points
that have the same response are connected to produce
contour lines of constant responses (Fig.8b).
Fig.9 shows the overlaid contour plot of particle sizes
(white area), identifying the area of the mixture that

defining the range of the particle sizes from 950 to
1100 µm. The red section of the same figure
represents the response surface prohibited.
Experiments were carried out under optimal operating
conditions (white area of the Fig.9) generated by
NemrodW software 57 to validate the model. The test,
as formulated (40% Triton X-165, 40% Zetag 8180
and 20% Zetag 8868FS), was repeated three times.
For each experiment, we determine the size of
elemental sulfur particles.

Figure 9. Response surface of the current formulation
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The analysis of the results in Table 7, shows that the
average value of the three tests was closer to the
estimated response. In the end, we can conclude that
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the assumed model is statistically validated and can be
safely used to predict the response across the
experimental area of interest.

Table 7. Predictive and experimental response of the confirmation test
Variables

Values

X1

0,4

X2

0,4

X3

0,2

4. Conclusion
In this paper, a mixture design methodology has been
successfully applied to prepare a TSP fertilizer
enriched by finely and homogeneously dispersed
elemental sulfur. Furthermore, from three
components, several optimal mixture compositions
that lead to particle sizes of elemental sulfur in TSP
fertilizer and that meet our aims have been determined
(950≤size≤1100 µm).
First of all, several commercial surfactants are used to
evaluate their effect on the elemental sulfur dispersion
in the TSP fertilizer. By using a screening mixture
design methodology, three components have been
chosen for the next step of this work. Secondly, due
to the use of the mixture design, we were able to
postulate and validate a specific cubic model. In the
end, the effect of a new formulation composed of
three additives was tested and achieved the required
particle sizes of elemental sulfur. Indeed, other
formulations could be generated using the same
experimental procedure proposed to achieve different
sulfur particles size.
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